ASSEMBLING THE TILED TEMPLATES:
Using the thumbnails below as a guide, lay each template out on the floor or large work surface.

Using a ruler and craft knife, trim left side of each tiled sheet at vertical crop marks. Then, using remaining crop marks as a guide, align design and tape sheets together.

Top (1 piece)

Side (4 pieces)

Bottom (1 piece)

Animals (1 piece)
Printers vary. Print this page, and then use a ruler to measure the one-inch scale to see if your printout will be to scale. If not, you may want to adjust your settings before printing the entire template.
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Printers vary. Print this page, and then use a ruler to measure the one-inch scale to see if your printout will be to scale. If not, you may want to adjust your settings before printing the entire template.
Printers vary. Print this page, and then use a ruler to measure the one-inch scale to see if your printout will be to scale. If not, you may want to adjust your settings before printing the entire template.
Print this page, and then use a ruler to one-inch scale to see if your printout will fit. If not, you may want to adjust your settings to fit the entire template.
Printers vary. Print this page, and then use a ruler to measure the one-inch scale to see if your printout will be to scale. If not, you may want to adjust your settings before printing the entire template.